Woodslat Venetians
25mm, 35mm & 50mm

Macassar Blinds manufacture our own range of Woodslat Venetian Blinds available in
a wide range of colours to suit all tastes and interiors.
We use wood which is sourced from sustainable forests. The wood is kiln dried to
make it less susceptible to temperature and moisture changes. However, wood is a
natural material so variations to shade, colour and graining may occur.
To provide a strong foundation for our blinds, all Woodslat Venetians use a 51mm x
57mm headbox.
The use of 25mm slats is especially recommended for small windows and openings.
A range of brackets is available to accommodate top, face and side fixing. The
bottom bar and valance are colour matched to the slats, giving a fully co-ordinated
look. Mitred returns are available for the valance, if the blind is fitted outside the
recess.
Our made-to-measure wooden blinds
are manufactured with ladder lace as
standard, woven tapes are available as
a cost option. These are 25mm wide,
the colour is dictated by the shade of
wood chosen, or can be specified from
our range.
Woodslat Venetian Blinds enhance any
interior with their inherent beauty.
They blend well with more traditional
colour schemes, yet add visual interest
to modern minimalist designs.
Although usually used to dress
windows, these blinds can be used as
room dividers if required.
The blinds can be cleaned using the
soft brush attachment on a vacuum
cleaner or a venetian blind cleaning
brush.

Woodslat Venetian Size Chart

Minimum Width (mm)

350

Maximum Width (mm)

2362

Maximum Drop (mm)

2438

Blinds outside of the parameters shown above are available, please ask for our
recommendations.
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Woodslat Venetian Control Options
Blinds are supplied with cord tilt mechanism only

Flame Retardancy
The wood can be treated to meet current flame retardancy regulations. We also
have available, in a range of 8 colours, Woodstyle Blinds which use an expanded
foam for the core of the slat with a laminated cover. This material is certified as
Flame Retardant.
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